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Abstract. In this paper, we discussed the problem of two-dimensional (2D) direction of arrival (DOA)
estimation for non-uniform L-shaped array, and for this, a low complexity multiple signal
classification (MUSIC) algorithm is proposed. The proposed algorithm uses two one-dimensional
searches to achieve the joint estimation of 2-dimensional DOA so as to avoid the high computational
cost within 2D-MUSIC algorithm. And the angle estimation performance is very close to the
2D-MUSIC algorithm. The proposed algorithm achieves a good balance between the estimation
accuracy and complexity.
Introduction
Direction of arrival (DOA) estimation, is a key issue in array signal processing which has been
widely applied in military and civil fields, such as communication, radar, sonar and medical etc.[1-4].
Direction of arrival estimation is undoubtedly a key technology in array signal processing. Among
the various arrays like the parallel uniform linear array [5], the rectangular array [6], and the circular
array [7]. L-shaped array, consisting of two linear subarrays connected orthogonally at one end of
each subarray, is a commonly used two-dimensional DOA array. It features simple structure and
relatively high estimation accuracy in practice [8]. Meanwhile in recent years, the two-dimensional
DOA estimation as a symbol of array signal processing has become a hot spot. Thus, 2D-DOA
estimation with L-shaped array has attracted great attention [9-12].
As the most typical two-dimensional DOA algorithm, the two-dimensional MUSIC algorithm
needs to search for the peak of the two-dimensional parameter space spectrum. However in practice
its application is limited due to computational complexity. In this paper, the proposed algorithm uses
two one-dimensional searches to achieve the joint estimation of 2-dimensional DOA so as to avoid
the high computational cost within 2D-MUSIC algorithm. And the angle estimation performance is
very close to the 2D-MUSIC algorithm.
Data model
In Fig.1, the non-uniform L-shaped array is consisted of two linear subarrays with M and N
omnidirectional sensors on the z- and x- axes, respectively. We define Zm/Xn (m=1,...,M,n=1,...,N)
to denote the distance of the mth/nth sensor along the z-axis and x-axis from the origin, respectively.
We assume there are K ( K<M+N-1) far-field, narrow-band and non-coherent signals impinging on
the array with the elevation and azimuth angles (θ k , φk ) , k = (1,2,...,K ) . In this, θ k , φk stands for the
elevation and azimuth angles with the range ( θ k ∈ [0, π/2], φk ∈ [0, π ] ). Considering the signal sources
are distant enough, the arriving far-field signals is regarded as parallel waves. Supposing that exists
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Fig.1 The structure of non-uniform L-shaped array
the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ 2 . The received signal of each
subarray can be given by:

Z = A zS + Nz ,

(1)

X = A xS + Nx ,

(2)

where the steering
matrix S ( t )  s1 ( t ) ,..., sK ( t )  ∈ C K ×L , N z ∈ C M ×L , N x ∈ C N ×L , L denotes the length of
=
T

signal. The steering matrices A z ∈ C M ×K and A x ∈ C N ×K are given by: A z = [a z (θ1 , φ1 ),..., a z (θ k , φk )] ,

A x = [ax (θ1 , φ1 ),..., ax (θ k , φk )] , where a z (θ k , φk ) = [ν M ,k ,...,ν 1,k ]T , a x (θ k , φk ) = [ µ1,k ,..., µ N ,k ]T ,
ν m ,k = e jαk zm µn ,k = e jβk xn
,
, α k =2πcosθ k /λ , β k =2πcosφk sinθ k /λ .
Traditional 2D-DOA estimation algorithm
According to the formula (1) and (2)，construct matrix for received signal:
X
A 
Y =   = A(θ , φ )S + N Y =  x  S + N Y ,
Z
A
 
 z 
where N Y denotes the matrix of received

(3)
noise. By constructing covariance matrix, which can be

L
estimated by R̂ , the noise subspace is obtained, where Rˆ = 1 ∑ YY H .

L

1

Due to the fact that all column vectors of the matrix A (θ , φ ) is orthogonal to the noise subspace,
spatial spectrum function is given by:
1
,
(4)
P2 D-MUSIC (θ , φ ) =
H
H
a(θ , φ ) U N U N a(θ , φ )

e j2πcosθ sinφX n / λ 
U NX 
(
)
θ
φ
a
=
,
where
 j2πcosθZ m / λ  , U N =  U  is the noise subspace of the received signal.
 NZ 
 e

With this function, search for the two-dimensional spectrum peak to obtain the DOA,which has
the disadvantage of large computational complexity. In next section, a low complexity MUSIC
algorithm is proposed to solve the problem.
Low complexity MUSIC algorithm
According to the introduction of the data model of the non-uniform L-shaped array, the received
signal of the subarray on the Z-axis is only related to the elevation angle of the angle pairs. Thus the
first step is to construct the covariance matrix of the received signal of the subarray on the Z-axis. The
spatial spectrum function is given by:
1
PMUSIC (θ ) =
,
(5)
H
a (θ ) U NZ U NZ H a (θ )
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where a (θ ) = e j2π cosθ Zm /λ , U NZ is the noise subspace of the signal received on the Z-axis.
By spatial spectrum peak search, the initial value θˆkini of elevation angles is obtained. With the
initial estimation of elevation angles {θˆkini },(k = 1,..., K ) , we can furtherly estimate azimuth angle of the

kth target, i.e., {φk },(k = 1,...,K ) by keeping the kth elevation angle fixed to θˆkini and searching the peak
of the following 1D spectrum globally
1
,
(6)
PMUSIC (φ ) =
H

(

a θˆkini , φ

)

(

U N U N H a θˆkini , φ

)

e j2π cosθˆk sin φ X n / λ 
.
where a θˆk , φ = 
ˆini
 e j2π cosθ k Zm / λ 

(

ini

)

ini

Complexity Analysis
The computational complexity of the 2D-MUSIC and the proposed algorithms are analyzed simply as
following, where we consider chiefly on the complex multiplication. It is the major computation in
the algorithms，and mainly results from the covariance matrix, eigenvalue-decomposition and
search of spectral peak.
We define n 1 and n 2 as the times of the spectrum search of azimuth angle and elevation angle,
respectively. The computational complexity
of
2D-MUSIC
algorithm
is
O{ LM2N2+M3N3+n 1 n 2 (N-K)(2M2-N-K)}, while the computational complexity of our proposed
algorithm is O{ (LM2N2+M3N3)+(n 1 +n 2 ) (N-K)(2M2-N-K)}.
Fig.2 shows the comparison of complexity between the two algorithms. We assume N=8, K=2,
L=300 and let M increase from 5 to 20. n 1 and n 2 are set to be 1000 and 500. From this we can
conclude that our proposed algorithm has much lower computational cost than general 2D-MUSIC
algorithm.
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Fig.2 Comparison of complexity between 2D-MUSIC and the proposed algorithm.
Simulation Results
In this section, Monte Carlo simulations are conducted to assess the DOA estimation performance
of the proposed algorithm. Define root mean square error (RMSE) of elevation/azimuth angles as
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=
RMSE

1 K 1
∑
K 1 T

T

∑ [(θ
n =1

n

− θ )2 + (φn − φ )2 ] ,

(7)

where θ n and φn are the estimates of elevation/azimuth angles of the nth Monte Carlo trial,
respectively. And its trial number T is set as 1000.Non-uniform linear L-shaped array with dx = [0 0.9
1.7 2.5 3.4 4.2 5.1 6]*λ/2; dz = [0 0.8 1.7 2.5 3.4 4.2 5.1 6]*λ/2 is used, where λ is the wavelength. It
is seen that there are N=8 sensors on the x-axis and M=8 sensors on the z-axis.We assume there are 2
far-field, narrow-band and non-coherent signal sources locating at (35̊,10̊) and (15̊,40̊), respectively,
impinging on the array. Note that snapshot L=300.
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Fig.3 demonstrates the estimation results with 100 Monte Carlo runs with SNR=20dB . From this,
it can be seen that the angle pairs distribute near the theoretical location of the sources, which verifies
the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm..
Fig.4 presents the performance versus snapshot number. Seemly,it is indicated that the angle
estimation performance of the proposed algorithm becomes better with snapshot number increasing.
Fig.5 illustrates the performance of the proposed algorithm relative to the 2D-MUSIC. Our
proposed algorithm has a very close estimation performance to the 2D-MUSIC algorithm and
notably,
the proposed algorithm only needs a much lower computational complexity.
Fig.6 depicts the estimation performance with different numbers of sensors. From the illustration,
we can conclude that with the increase of the sensors number, the angle estimates become more
accurate,but the influence are not significant.
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Conclusion
A low complexity 2D-MUSIC algorithm has been proposed for two dimensional DOA estimation
on the non-uniform L-shaped array. Instead of making 2D spatial spectrum peak search，we obtain
the initial elevation angle from one dimensional search from the signal subspace and achieve
one-dimensional local searches to complete the joint estimation of the angles. Our proposed method
has greatly reduced the computational cost comparing with 2D-MUSIC. Meanwhile, the proposed
algorithm has very close estimation performance to the 2D-MUSIC algorithm. Moreover, it has no
constraints on the element spacing, and it is suitable for non-uniform linear array.
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